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students to speak
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in an activity therefore requirements of
the national syllabus and features of each
course need to be explained time and time
again what is the starting point what
level can they reach after finishing the
course what major problems are going to
be solved at the present stage how is the
teacher going to teach how should they
learn and cooperate answering these
questions clearly is an essential first step
once the goal has been made clear
students will usually become active and
in the process they will gradually adjust
their ways of learning english

good teacherstudentteacher relationshipsstudent also
play a very important part in a successful
lesson it is advisable for teachers to visit
their students often make friends with
them and understand their difficulties and
needs so that they can deal with course
requirements flexibly according to theirthentheu
students real level A good relationship
enables the teacher to prepare his lessons
vividly and humorously eg a proper
quotation from students slang or
colloquialisms often greatly amuses the
whole class and achieves unexpected good
results it also helps the teacher create a
light and agreeable classroom atmosphere
in which the students will feel comfortable
speaking english

buzz groups A good way to
keep everyone talking

when students begin to be active the
next challenge is to maintain and develop
the impetus to speak proper organization
of students and activities is absolutely

necessary in order to accomplish this goal
usually classroom activities are mainly
carried out either with the whole class or
in groups problems of the text are solved
and models are demonstrated when the
whole class is together but numerous
drills can be done only in groups because
it is impossible for everyone in a class of
thirty or more students to practice a lot
within the 45 minutes of one class period

in this situation buzz groups ie
groups formed by two pairs of students
sitting in front of and behind each other
have proven to be convenient and effective
in ensuring that every individual has a
chance to speak all needed oral drilling
can be done in these pairs or buzz groups
when group practice time arrives students
just turn around to face each other there
is no need to move a chair and not a
single minute is wasted when students
get used to the procedure the whole room
will immediately begin to buzz as soon as
they are given a drill item

when they enter into such a situation
class members very often forget their ages
and everyone tries to be the first to speak
they play their own part actively and
argue on topics given by the teacher so
heatedly that some forget that it is just a
drill they take it for real and argue in
english but sometimes in chinese
unfortunately

the teachers job is merely to walk
quietly around and smile with satisfaction
when a problem arises the teacher should
explain it right on the spot leaving only
common difficulties to be explained after
drills

when buzz groups are used student
practice occupies most of the classroom
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time the course begins to be a
studentcenteredstudent onecentered students start to
learn actively

keeping buzz groups workingorking

Is everything OK after buzz groups are
formed and functioning the answer is
negative unless they receive proper
guidance we cannot hope they will remain
successful from beginning to end

it is not unusual to come across the
following situation when meeting with
some people one has a lot to say and the
conversation goes on very harmoniously
with other people however one often
fails to think of a sensible topic so
everybody simply sits awkwardly having
nothing to say not daring to look at each
others faces occasionally one member of
the group wishes to break the ice so that
person beats his brains and at last
murmurs a sentence but unfortunately it
hasha not been thought out his partners
either cannot carry on the conversation or
the topic is immediately blocked by one of
them this is just like an old saying in
china when the conversation gets
disagreeable to say one word more is a
waste of breath everyone in the group
suffers they learn no english but
instead bring the situation to a deadlock

our buzz groups sometimes experience
this situation owing to different family
backgrounds ages english levels etc of
the group members to remedy this
difficulty we try our best to create an
atmosphere of friendship and harmony in
the class and change students seats
regularly so that everyone has a chance to
practice with different people over the two
years of their college education

the best guarantee of
good results in teaching

having cleared away most of the
obstacles that prevent students from
actively practicing english we still
cannot be sure that a lesson will succeed
in the long process of helping students
learn to speak we have realized how
important the teachers complete patience
and permanent enthusiasm are in helping
adult students leamlearn english somebody
has said A teacher who always puts on a
long face can teach math well but can
never do a good job in language teaching
A language teachers smiling face humor
easy going attitude and versatility
influence his students greatly with the
same lesson even the same teaching
method the results can be radically
different if the lesson is taught by different
teachers in some cases the students may
leamlearnicam a bit of bookish knowledge in
others they learn skills to use the
language and proper vivid words to
communicate without a warm heart
towards teaching and students without a
good relationship with the students and
without their respect and cooperation it is
never easy to have good results in
teaching
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preparing and encouraging
adult chinese EFL students to speak
zhou qingjinQingqineineln huizhouin educational college china

municipal colleges of education in
china enroll adult students who are junior
high school teachers they will go back to
teach in the same school after two years
study their english background is varied
only a few had a chance to go to normal
schools most of them are high school
graduates with years of teaching experience
but with poor knowledge of english
despite all their differences they all have
one surprising thing in common they are
not prepared to speak english in college

their level of maturity places them in a
difficult predicament they are not willing
to say easy things because they think it
too naive for their age the oldest is up to
40 nevertheless they are unable or
hesitant to say difficult things for fear of
losing face

this reluctance to speak is a major
challenge in improving their english
skills if a teacher can make his students
speak his work is already half done our
goal as english teachers is not only to
help students understand english which
can simply be done by explanation but
to help them learn to use it which
demands practice the teacher can only
guide help or at most force but he can
never take the place of student practice

preparing students to speak

most adult students are married and have
children they are not like carefree children
who are happy to follow the teacher
anywhere they want to know why how
and where before they decide to participate
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